How Julep™ found
explosive growth
using contests

By @TravisKetchum
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Introduction
There are probably millions of ways to build your business and promote
whatever you offer the marketplace. However, almost no method pays as
many dividends as building an email list.
If you accept that having a massive email list is the best way to build your
business, then you would agree that finding the most effective way to build
an email list is also the most efficient way to build your business.
Contests are one of the most effective ways of exponentially growing an
email list that we have found and we are going to share one of our
customers recent case studies with you to show you the kind of results they
are getting.
It’s worth noting that we don’t promise you’ll see these kinds of results
yourself, however contests have consistently yielded great returns for
thousands of our customers across many different niches so the chances
are good that you’ll find this information useful.
The particular customer we are going to show you is called Julep™, a
popular nail salon based out of Seattle, WA who has both a brick and
mortar presence (nail salons) as well as a monthly membership program
they call their “Mavens”.
Customers on a monthly subscription receive a box with two nail polishes
and some other surprise goodies each month. In addition to the box, they
receive discounts on in-store services.

The Goal
Julep consistently runs contests to generate buzz and attract new leads
into their funnel. For this contest they wanted to go a little bigger than their
average contest by offering a more valuable prize and aiming for a larger
goal in terms of customer growth.
The target for this contest was to generate 5,000 brand new leads that had
never been on their email list before. Social interaction was a plus but
considered secondary to the goal of gathering emails.

Creating a Contest
To have a successful contest we collaborated with Julep to create an
attractive offering that would both be appealing to in general, but also
specifically attract their target user base.
In this particular instance, the contest prize was decided to be a brand new
iPad and the entire Julep nail polish collection (80+ colors at the time). This
gave a popular product with mass appeal (iPad) and the nail polish made
sure that interested parties were primarily in their target market.
Using their in-house product as a price component also helped reduce the
cost of this campaign because the production cost of their own product is
lower than the retail price but still has a high perceived value.
Here you can see the product imagery
used for the contest. This picture and
messaging is important because it was
used in various different locations
throughout the campaign.
The messaging is also important for post
contest campaigns as well which we will
touch on in a moment.

The Contest Page
Keeping your contest information concise is important for conversions.
People respond to simple offers that they can easily interpret without much
though and that was reflected in the text used by Julep.

As you can see from the image above, the text clearly indicates what the
prize is and how a user can expect to increase their chances of winning. By
clearing telling the visitors what they wanted them to do we saw a fantastic
percentage of users taking action and sharing the contest.
This page layout had been heavily tested for conversions by thousands of
internal tests and outside customers of Contest Domination to achieve
maximum results and conversions.

Post Entry Behavior
What makes contests so lethal isn’t just the incentive for users to opt-in but
to share the contest with their friends to increase their chances of winning.
This gives your already high converting landing page an irresistible virility
that your visitors won’t be able to avoid.

Above is an example of what a user would see after opt-ing in to the
contest and having sent 1 additional user to the contest who opt-ed in. The
beauty of Contest Domination is that you can award weighted entries to the
original referring party to tip the scales.

Measuring Results
As we pointed out earlier, the primary goal of this campaign was to
generate fresh email opt-ins, with a particular target of 5,000 new emails
that had never been on Julep’s email list before.
So how did Julep do with this contest? Here is the raw data:
1. Emails
Since emails are the most important aspect to measure, these results carry
the most weight. Did Julep reach their goal of 5,000 emails?
They blew past their goal with 7,430 emails that had never been on their list
before. But let’s also take a look at the raw entries and submissions
because that gives us a feel for how people entered and engaged with the
contest.
7,420 absolutely unique emails
31,142 email submissions
191,1882 entries
So what do these numbers mean? This means that over 31k people
engaged with the contest, including past users and fresh leads. When you
compare that to 191,882 entries you can quickly see how many people can
through referral links.
191,882 - 31,142 = 160,740 / 10 (weighted entries) = 16,074
This means that roughly half of everyone who entered engaged through a
referral link. That’s massive engagement numbers that are rarely matched.

2. Twitter
The lift on Twitter was one of the more surprising secondary benefits of this
contest. Julep started the campaign with 9,200 twitter followers and
finished just shy of 18,000.
That’s nearly a 100% improvement in Twitter followers after just 4 weeks.

As noted above, there was a nice bump after they simply opened the
contest and shared a link on the fan page once and their Twitter account
several times. However, the largest bump came when they mailed their
own list about the contest.
Even if some of the followers had been in contact with them on other
channels (email and Facebook) before, this added channel of engagement
is beneficial and adds social proof to their brand.
Julep was very pleased with the outcome of their social campaign,
especially considering it was only a secondary objective.

3. Facebook
Their Facebook brand page did not see quite the dramatic uptick in new
likes, however it did see a material lift in users here as well. As the start of
the campaign Julep had roughly 44,000 likes on Facebook and by the end
of the 4 week campaign it sat just over 50,000 likes.
Percentage wise this is much less than Twitter, however the total number of
new users engaging with their Facebook page was not that much less than
the number of new Twitter followers.

Post Contest Campaign
After getting 7,430 brand new emails, the hope for Julep was to convert
these new users into their “Maven” program where customers receive a
box each month filled with two different nail polishes and other goodies.
The 7,430 brand new emails were part of a larger segment that included
non-customers (but previous email recipients) totaling 14,400.
1.8% unsubscribe rate
0.2% complaint rate
139 new mavens signed up for the penny offer shown below:

Summary
At the end of the campaign, Julep felt that the contest was a huge success
and yielded them results they had not seen before in any other contest
platform (of which they have used just about everyone).
For this use case, Contest Domination proved to be the most effective tool
to achieve their results. While the conversion to new mavens was not quite
as high as they may have liked it’s worth noting that the penny offer had
been exposed to previous users before.
To achieve maximum results from a post contest campaign, you need to
craft something that’s unique for people who had entered the contest that
none of your potential customers have seen before and will not see again.
A good option for them would have been not just a penny offer but perhaps
adding a bonus to their first month as a maven as well to increase the signup rate as a special “consolation prize” for those who took the time to enter.
If you want to run your own contest using Contest Domination, you can do
so on your WordPress site for a very low one time fee. More information is
available here.
Best of luck in your future campaigns.
Sincerely,
@TravisKetchum

